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This invention relates to incandescent. mantles 
for- lighting and heating appliances and of the 
kind known as soft vmantles, that is to say mantles 
woven in tubular form from arti?cial silk, vege 
table ?bres, asbestos, synthetic thread or the like 
impregnated with one or more substances to 
render it incandescent when heated by the ?ame 
from a burner to which it is attached at one or 
more points so that the ?ame-is directed into the 
tubular mantle. 
For convenience theterm “burner” will be used 

herein to denote that part of the apparatus to 
which the tubular mantle is attached and from 
which the burning gases are emitted to render 
the mantle incandescent while the term “in— . 
candescent substance” will be used to denote the 
substance or substances which the soft tubular 
mantle contains torender it incandescent when 
heated by the burner whether vsuch substances 
are in their ?nal form before the mantle is 
brought into use or are‘ converted into the ap 
propriate substance or substances by the mantle 
being brought into use. The term "resilient” 
will be used to describe a member which can be 
deformed by moderate manual pressure and 
which will return to its original shape promptly 
when this pressure ceases to be exerted. 
The invention is particularly applicable to soft 

mantles formed by weaving a continuoustube 
which is cut into lengths to form the individual 
mantles, where either both ends are adapted to 
be secured to the burner, or one‘ end only is 
adapted to be secured to the burner while the 
other end is either closed or restricted‘ in di 
ameter by means of a draw thread or cord, but 
it is to be understood thatv the invention may 
also be applied to soft tubular mantles of the 
kind in‘ which one end of the mantle is substan 
tially closed in the process of weaving. 

Soft tubular mantles as at present made are: 
provided with a draw thread or cord at one or 
both ends extending circumferentially- around 
and‘ threaded in and out'through the ends of the 
woven tube and tied, or with provision for tying. 
The draw thread at the end which is to be see 
cured to the burner gives to this end of the tube 
an eliective diameter such that it can be forced 
over the end of the burner, usually into- a cir 

21 , 
replaced is not. easy tdperfnrm satisfactorily, 
with the result that; the nrlantleisv often. damaged 

- or incorrectly locatedi onthe, endof the: burner 
or twisted" or otherwise, deformed. The re 
placement of a mantle thus; not. only takes. ap 
preciable time, but is frequently wrongly cair 

' ried- out, tothedetrimentof thelifezofthe mantle 
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cumferenti'al groove therein. This operation, ' 
which is necessary whenever a mantle has to. be 

and the light. given‘ - out. 
The present. inventionohastfor. its, objectto. pro 

vide an. improved soft; tubular vmantle assembly 
which will enablereplacementof a mantle to be 
quickly, easily and. correctly performed and'ai 
the same, time. will; be simple to‘ manufacture in 
quantity. 
A soft tubular incandescent; mantle. assembly 

according. to the present inyention comprises a 
soft woven tubular element. including the in 
candescent substanceior substances and a. re 
silient ring lying within: one end of the tubular 
element and to which that end of the tubular 
element is securedbya surrounding; cord. or band 
having su?icientresilience to permit the-ring to 
be sprung on to. the endv of, the burner. Con 
veniently' the surrounding: memberiis in the form 
of a securing thread QPQOI'd tied around the 
tubular element- andthe ring, the thread or cord 
having sufficient resilience to permit the required 
expansion of the ring when it is sprung on to 
the. end of a burner. Thus the ring is con 
veniently formed with. an- external circumfer 
ential groove. or. recess; formed for example by 
providing circumferential. ?anges at its two 
edges, into. which groove the thread or cord 
presses the part of the; tubular element which it 
surrounds. 
In any case the end of the tubular element 

which is secured to: the ring is preferably turned 
inwards to‘ provide two concentric layers, the 
ring lying within the inner, layer with the cord 
or band lying; between: the. two layers. This may 
be effected by ?rst placing the ring; inside: one 
end of the tubular element, securing the secur 
ing thread or cord around it and, then turning 
the tubular element inside out by pushing the 
ring through it. 
The form of’ the, ring may vary- considerably 

but in a preferred form, l'li‘iS: made from a strip 
of‘ sheet metal the edges, of which. are turned 
over to form ?anges while its ends are formed 
so. as to: overlapand; intcreliisahe,v when the. strip 
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has been bent into the form of a ring with the 
?anges projecting outwardly, in a manner per 
mitting limited sliding movement between the 
overlapping ends of the strip and hence allowing 
for the required limited expansion and construc 
tion of the ring. For example one end of the 
strip may be provided with a tongue which 
projects over the part of the other end of the 
strip between the flanges and is of such width 
that its edges lie and can slide under the ?anges. 
Thus, the tongue is slightly‘overlapped by the 
?anges so that it can slide longitudinally rela 
tively thereto but is held in close proximity to 
the part of the strip between the ?anges over 
which it lies. 
The invention may be carried into practice in 

various ways but one way of carrying the inven 
tion into practice is illustrated by way of example 
in the accompanying drawings, in which 
Figure 1 shows in perspective the two parts of 

the mantle assembly before they are united, 
Figure 2 shows the ring at an intermediate 

point in its formation, 
Figure 3 shows the two parts of the assembly 

in their partly assembled state, 
Figure 4 is a sectional side elevation showing 

the mantle assembly applied to a burner, and 
Figure 5 is a perspective view of the mantle 

assembly in position on a burner before lighting. 
The mantle assembly is made up from a 

tubular element A which is woven’ from arti?cial 
silk, vegetable ?bres, asbestos, synthetic thread 
or the like impregnated with one or more suit 
able incandescent substances in the usual man 
ner, and has a draw string Al extending around 
and threaded in and out through one end as 
shown, and a resilient metal ring B. 
The ring B is formed from a strip of metal of 

appropriate length the edges of which are turned 
over as shown at B1 in Figure 2‘ to form flanges, 
while one end, in the form of a tongue B2, projects 
beyond the ?anged part. The strip of metal, 
which thus has the form shown in Figure 2, is 
then bent into the form of a ring as shown in 
Figure 1 with the edges of the tongue B2 slipped 
under the inturned edges of the strip constituting 
the ?anges at the opposite end of the strip. The 
tongue B2 is free to slide longitudinally beneath 
the flanges B1 so as to permit small variations in 
the diameter of the ring and the bending of the 
strip into a ring is so performed that the re 
silience of the ring B always tends to close it to 
its smallest diameter. 
In assembling the tubular element A and the 

ring B, the ring B is placed within the end of the 
tubular element A remote from the draw string 
A1, and a securing cord C is tied tightly around 
the part of the tubular element around the ring 
so as to secure this end of the tubular element 
to the ring as shown in Figure 3. The securing 
cord may either be passed once or more around 
the ring and knotted as shown or may be formed 
into a clove hitch around the ring. 
In any case after the end of the tubular ele 

ment has been secured to the ring as shown in 
full lines in Figure 3 the tubular element is turned 
inside out by passing the end secured to the ring 
through the tubular element so that the end of 
the tubular element secured to the ring becomes 
folded over on itself as indicated in dotted lines 
at A2 in Figure 3 and Figure 4 with the securing 
cord C lying between the two folds. 
The end of the tubular element A remote from 

the ring B may then be drawn in by the draw 
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the part of a burner Or like member which it is' 
to engage or may be left as shown in Figure 3 
in readiness to be drawn in when applied to a 
burner. Generally it will be preferred to draw 
this end in to an appropriate diameter so that 
when ?tted to a burner it only has to be pushed 
over the appropriate part. 
The improved mantle assembly formed in the 

manner described above is intended for appli 
cation to a burner of the known type shown in 
Figures 4 and 5 comprising a mixing chamber D 
to which vaporised fuel is delivered through a 
passage D1 having an external circumferential 
groove D2, while air is drawn in through pas 
sages D3, and an annular nozzle D4 having a ring 
of burner passages D5, and an external annular 
groove D6. In applying a mantle assembly as de 
scribed above to such a burner the ring B is 
pressed upwards over the end of the nozzle until 
it springs into the groove D6, the resilience of the 
ring B and of the securing cord C permitting the 
ring to expand to the required extent and then 
causing it to contract into the groove D6 so as 
to be securely mounted on the burner. The 
lower end of the tubular element A is then 
pressed over the lower end of the passage D1 into 
a circumferential groove D2 therein so that the 
mantle assembly occupies the position shown in 
Figures 4 and 5. 
When the mantle is lit it shrinks into its ?nal 

form in known manner. 
Usually in constructions of burner of the type 

shown the vaporised fuel will be delivered to the 
burner through a tube passing up through the 
passage D1 and provided with a central valve, 
but since the construction of burner forms no 
part of the present invention, it will not be 
further described. 
What I claim as my invention and desire to 

secure by Letters Patent is: 
l. A soft tubular incandescent mantle as 

sembly comprising a soft woven tubular element 
containing the incandescent material, a di 
ametrally expansible resilient ring lying within 
one end of the tubular element, and a securing 
cord surrounding the end portion of the tubular 
element around the ring and serving to secure 
such end portion to the ring, the cord permitting 
the ring to be manually expanded so that it can 
be sprung onto a burner. 

2. A soft tubular incandescent mantle assembly 
as claimed in claim 1, in which the end of the 
tubular element surrounding the resilient ring is 
turned inwards so as to provide a circumferential 
fold and the securing cord lies between the two 
layers of the fold. 

3. A soft tubular incandescent mantle as 
sembly as claimed in claim 2, in which the re 
silient ring is formed from a strip of material 
bent into cylindrical form with its two ends 
overlapping and interengaging and capable of 
sliding circumferentially to a limited extent rela 
tively to one another without becoming disen 
gaged from one another. 

4. A soft tubular incandescent mantle assembly 
as claimed in claim 3 in which the ring is formed 
from a strip of sheet metal the edges of which 
are turned over to form two shallow outwardly 
extending ?anges between which the securing 
cord lies, a tongue projecting from the part of 
one end of the strip lying between the flanges 
over the part of the other end of the strip be 
tween the ?anges with the edges of the tongue 
lying and slidable longitudinally beneath such 

thread A1 to a suitable diameter to ?t around 76 ?anges. 
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5. A soft tubular incandescent mantle assembly 
as claimed in claim 1, in which the resilient ring 
is formed from a strip of material bent into 
cylindrical form and the two ends of said strip 
overlap one another and. interengage and can 
slide circumferentially to a limited extent rela 
tively to one another without becoming. disen 
gaged from one another. 

6. A soft tubular incandescent mantle as 
sembly as claimed in claim 5, in which the ring 10 
is formed from a strip of sheet metal the edges 
of which are turned over to form two shallow 
outwardly extending ?anges between which the 
securing cord lies, a tongue projecting from the 
part of one end of the strip lying between the 15 
?anges over the part of the other end of the 
strip between the flanges with the edges of the 

tongue lying and slidable longitudinally beneath 
such ?anges. 

WILLIAM GEORGE COLLE. 
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